Abstract
Introduction
There are mainly two different lines to define a visual language (VL): the declarative and the constructive way. The UML is defined by the Meta Object Facilities (MOF) approach [12] , which uses classes and associations to define symbols and relations of a VL. Within this meta modeling approach, multiplicities and OCL constraints [14] are additionally used to formulate desired language properties. While constraint-based formalisms provide a declarative approach to VL definitions well-suited to specify language requirements, grammars are more constructive, i.e. closer to the implementation. In [11] , a number of textual as well as graph grammar approaches are considered for VL definition. Due to its appealing visual form, graph grammars can directly be used as high-level visual specification mechanisms for VLs [2] . Defining the abstract syntax of visual forms as graphs, a graph grammar directly defines the language grammar. The induced graph language determines the corresponding VL. Visual language parsers can be immediately deduced from such a graph grammar. Furthermore, abstract syntax graphs are also the starting point for model simulation and transformation, i.e. model manipulation [3, 5, 13, 9] . Here again, it is very natural to use graph transformation as a high-level, constructive specification formalism.
In [1] we have already started to consider the integration of meta modeling with graph transformation. The basic integration can be done by identifying symbol classes with node types and associations with edge types. In this way, declarative as well as constructive elements may be used for language definition, but it is still open how single parts of a VL specification are defined.
In addition, symbol classes can be inherited within the meta-modeling approach. To continue the integration of meta-modeling with graph transformation, the concept of class inheritance has to be transferred to node types. Supporting node type inheritance leads to a more dense form of graph transformation systems, since similar productions can be abstracted into one. In [1] , we have shown this integration for typed graph transformation without attributes. Since classes usually also have attributes, the integration of inheritance should be extended to typed attributed graph transformation. A solid formal framework for typed attributed graph transformation with attributes for nodes and edges has been presented in [7] . In this paper, we show how to extend this approach to a formal integration of inheritance with typed attributed graph transformation. For this purpose, we first introduce attributed type graphs with inheritance and show how they can be flattened to attributed type graphs without inheritance. This flattening idea is continued for typed attributed graph transformation.
The main results in this paper show that for each graph transformation and grammar GG based on an attributed type graph AT GI with inheritance there is an equivalent typed attributed graph transformation and grammar GG without inheritance. Hence there is a direct correspondence to typed attributed graph transformation without inheritance, where fundamental theoretical results have already been shown in [7] .
Applying typed attributed graph transformation with in-heritance to VL definitions makes the integrated usage of meta-modeling and graph transformation concepts more precise and clear on one hand, and allows the application of theoretical results to VL definitions on the other hand. E.g. using typed attributed graph transformation with inheritance for model transformation opens the possibility to show certain correctness properties for model transformation.
In this paper we focus on the formal framework concerning typed attributed graph transformation with inheritance and a small example only. A slightly larger example is presented in [1] defining a simplified variant of UML state diagrams.
Attributed Type Graphs with Inheritance
In this section we start to integrate the concept of inheritance into typed graphs, which results in a general concept for Attributed Type Graphs with Inheritance (ATGI) and a close relationship of typing with and without inheritance. In [7] we have presented typed attributed graphs with attributes for nodes and edges, which generalizes the concept in [8] , where only attributes for nodes have been considered. The new approach in [7] requires the concepts of an E-graph where two kinds of vertices, i.e. graph and data vertices, are distinguished. Furthermore, three different kinds of edges are defined to link vertices or to refer to attributes.
Let
where G refers to graph parts, NA to node attribution, and EA to edge attribution, according to the signature in Fig. 1 .
An attributed graph AG over a data signature DSIG = (S D , OP D ) with attribute value sorts S D ⊆ S D is given by AG = (G, D) where G is an E-graph as described above and D is a DSIG-algebra s.t.
For a clearer correspondence between class concepts on one hand and type graphs on the other hand, we start to extend the existing concept of attributed type graphs by node type inheritance.
Definition 1 (Attributed Type Graph with Inheritance)
Let AT G be an attributed type graph (T G, Z) For each node n ∈ I V , the inheritance clan is defined by
The inheritance graph I could be defined to be acyclic, but this is not necessary for our theory.
The running example of this paper is a very small section of a notational model for diagrams. We start with the presentation of the attributed type graph with inheritance. In Fig. 2 we show the compact and in Fig. 3 
E-Graph
In order to benefit from the well-founded theory of typed attributed graph transformation [7] , we flatten attributed type graphs with inheritance to ordinary ones. •
• target EA ((n 11 , e 1 , n 12 ), e, n 2 ) = n 2
The attributed type graph AT G = ( T G, Z) with T G = T G| T GV G \A ⊆ T G is called the concrete closure of AT GI, because all abstract nodes are removed: T G = T G| T GV G \A is the restriction of T G to T G VG \ A
The discrimination between the abstract and the concrete closure of a type graph with inheritance is necessary. The left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS) of an abstract production considered in section 3 are typed over the abstract closure, while ordinary host graphs and concrete productions are typed over the concrete closure.
Remark 1

Note, that we have T G ⊆ T G with
T G Vi for i ∈ {G, D} and T G Ei ⊆ T G Ei if we identify e ∈ T G Ei with (source i (e), e, target i (e)) ∈ T G Ei for i ∈ {G, N A, EA}.
Due to the existence of the canonical inclusion T G ⊆ T G, all graphs typed over T G are also typed over T G.
The abstract and concrete closures of an AT GI are attributed type graphs without inheritance.
Instances of attributed type graphs with inheritance are attributed graphs. Here again, we can notice a direct correspondence to meta-modeling where models consisting of symbols and relations are instances of meta-models containing the correspondent classes and associations. Fig. 4 shows the compact notation of the abstract and concrete closure of the ATGI example in Fig. 2 , which follows from the explicit notation in Fig. 5 . Here, we see that the attributes as well as the edges of the abstract type F igure are flattened to its descendant types and the data vertex Nat is depicted twice for clearness. 
Attributed Clan Morphisms
Instances of attributed type graphs with inheritance are attributed graphs. Here again, we can notice a direct correspondence to meta-modeling where models consisting of symbols and relations are instances of meta-models containing the correspondent classes and associations. To formally define the instance-type relation, we introduce attributed clan morphisms.
The instance graph is typed over the type graph with inheritance by a pair of functions, one assigning each vertex a vertex type and the other one assigning each edge an edge type. Both are defined canonically. An ordinary graph morphism [7] is not obtained this way, but some mapping called clan morphism, enough to uniquely characterizing the type morphism into the flattened type graph (see Lemma 1) . 
Definition 4 (ATGI-Clan Morphism)
Given an attributed type graph with inheritance AT GI = (T G, Z, I, A) with T G VD = S D and an attributed graph
The following lemma is the key property relating ATGIclan morphisms and AG-morphisms, which is essential to show the main results in section 3. 
Lemma 1 (Universal ATGI-Clan Property)
Proof: See technical report [6] .
Typed Attributed Graph Transformation with Inheritance
In this section, we show how to adapt the concept of inheritance to the concepts of typed attributed graph transformation, graph grammar and graph language. The general approach is to describe graph transformations by graph productions. We follow the Double Pushout approach of typed attributed graph transformation [7] extended by negative application consitions (NACs).
As in well-formedness rules, e.g. formulated in the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [14] , the usage of abstract classes is helpful to formulate concise language properties, the usage of abstract types in graph transformation is helpful to formulate concise graph productions.
Productions and Transformations
Our goal is to allow abstractly typed nodes in productions, such that these abstract productions actually represent a set of structurally similar productions which we call concrete productions. To get all concrete productions for an abstract production, any combination of node types of the corresponding clans in the production's LHS (being of concrete or abstract type) must be considered. Nodes which are preserved by the production have to keep their type. Nodes which are created in the RHS have to have a concrete type, since abstract types should not be instantiated.
As done for type graphs with inheritance we define a flattening of abstract productions to concrete ones. Concrete productions are structurally equal to the abstract production, but their typing morphisms are finer than the ones of the abstract production and are concrete clan morphisms. A typing morphism is finer than another one, if it distinguishes from the other only by more concrete types in corresponding clans. First we introduce the notion of type refinement in order to formalize the relationship between abstract and concrete productions to be defined below.
Definition 5 (ATGI-Type Refinement)
Given an attributed graph AG = (G, D) and ATGI-clan morphisms type : AG → AT GI and type : AG → AT GI, then type is called an ATGI-type refinement of type, written type ≤ type if
Definition 6 (Abstract and Concrete Productions) An abstract production typed over AT GI is given by
p = (L l ←− K r −→ R,
type, N AC), where l and r are AG-morphisms, type is a triple of typing ATGI-clan morphisms type = (type L : L → AT GI, type K : K → AT GI, type R : R → AT GI) and NAC is a set of triples nac = (N, n, type N ) with an attributed graph N , an injective AG-morphism n : L → N , and a typing ATGI-clan morphism type N : N → AT GI, s.t. the following conditions hold
• l, r and n are data preserving, i.e.
t, N AC), where t is a triple of concrete typing ATGI-clan morphisms
•
The set of all concrete productions p t w.r.t. an abstract production p is denoted by p.
The application of an abstract production can be directly defined or expressed by using the flattening idea, i.e. to apply one of its concrete productions. Both the host graph and the concrete production are typed by concrete clan morphisms such that we can define the application of concrete productions. Later we will also define the application of an abstract production directly and show the equivalence of both. The classical theory of typed attributed graph transformations relies on typing morphisms which are normal graph morphism, i.e. no clan morphisms. For showing the equivalence of abstract and concrete graph transformations we first have to consider the following: The application of a concrete production typed by concrete clan morphisms is equivalent to the application of the same production correspondingly typed over the concrete closure of the given type graph. This lemma is formulated and proven in [6] for productions without NAC's.
Definition 7 (Application of Concrete Productions)
Although the semantics for the application of abstract production can be given by the application of its concrete productions, this solution is not efficient at all. Imagine a tool which implements graph transformation with node type inheritance, it would have to check all concrete productions of an abstract productions to find the right one to apply to a given instance graph.
Thus, as a next step, we want to examine more direct ways to apply an abstract production. Since abstract and concrete productions differ only in typing, but have the same structure, a match morphism from the LHS of a concrete production into a given instance graph is also a match morphism for its abstract production. But of course, the typing morphisms differ. Using the notion of type refinement, however, we can express a compatibility property. • m is a match with respect to the untyped production
Definition 8 (Application of Abstract Productions)
for each nac = (N, n, type N ) ∈ NAC it holds that there exists no
Given a match m, the abstract production can be applied Figure 6 . Match and application of an abstract production. Fig. 7 shows sample productions for the simple type graph in Fig. 2 . Production moveF igure(dx, dy : Nat) is an example of an abstract production, e.g. the production moveF igure has to be defined only once and can be applied to concrete graphical objects of types Circle, Rectangle and Line. This abstract production has three concrete productions according to the clan of type F igure. Please note that due to the positive values of dx and dy, the figures can only be moved up and right. createCircle(id , x , y , r : Nat; v : Bool) is an example of a concrete production which creates a Circle object. Note that the production has to take care of the abstract attributes x, y, visible derived from abstract class F igure as well as of the concrete attribute radius and the edge attribute id. A rule createF igure is not possible, because instances of abstract classes cannot be created. Fig.  8 shows a sample derivation sequence for createCircle and moveF igure starting with an empty Screen with resolution width = 100 and height = 100. First a new circle is created at position (10, 10) applying production createCircle. Then, production moveF igure(50, 0) instantiates attributes x1 and y1 with values x1 = 10 and y1 = 10. After calculating the results x = x1 + dx and y = y1 + dy using input parameters dx = 50 and dy = 0, the attributes x and y are assigned to new values. Note that the abstract production moveF igure can be directly applied to the instance of concrete class Circle derived from the abstract class F igure.
In general, an abstract transformation
(G, type G ) =⇒ (H, type H ) is either direct or a concatenation of two ab- stract transformations (G, type G ) =⇒ (K, type K ) =⇒ (H, type H ).
Sample Productions and Transformations
createCircle (1,10,10,5,true) moveFigure ( 
Main Results
In this section we show the main results for the formal integration of inheritance with typed attributed graph transformation.
After having defined concrete and abstract transformations, the question arises how these two kinds of graph transformation are related to each other. Theorem 1 will answer this question by showing that for each abstract transformation applying an abstract production p there is a concrete transformation applying a concrete production w.r.t. p, and vice versa. Thus an application of an abstract production can also be flattened to a concrete transformation. The result allows us to use the dense form of abstract productions in graph transformations on one hand, and to reason about this new form of graph transformation by flattening it to usual typed attributed graph transformation which comes along with a rich theory.
Theorem 1 (Equivalence of Transformations)
Given an abstract production p = ( 
Proof: See technical report [6] . As a consequence of Theorem 1, we lift this result to graph grammars and graph languages below. Graph grammars have been used to define the syntax of visual languages. Different approaches exist, e.g. the hyperedge replacement which uses non-terminal labels to control the transformation process. The algebraic approach presented in this paper does not distinguish non-terminal and terminal types (labels), but controls the transformation process just by causal dependencies within the host graph. Please note that non-terminal and abstract types are two different features which can be combined in one approach, even though not done in this paper. A similar result can also be shown for graph transformation systems (graph grammars without start graph), w.r.t. a fixed set of input graphs. 
Theorem 2 (Equivalence of Graph Grammars)
For each ATGI-graph grammar GG = (AT GI, (G, type G ), P ) with abstract productions P there are:
1. An equivalent ATGI-graph grammar GG = (AT GI, (G, type G ), P ) with concrete productions P , i.e. L(GG) = L(GG).
An equivalent AT G graph grammar without inher-
itance GG = (AT G, (G, type G ), P ) with closure AT G of AT GI and productions P , i.e. L(GG)
Construction:
1. The set P is defined by P = ∪ p∈P p with p the set of all concrete productions w.r. Proof: See technical report [6] .
Remark 3
In the grammar GG of part 2 using the abstract closure AT G of AT GI only graphs with concrete typing are generated. In fact there is also an equivalent grammar GG with type graph AT G, the concrete closure of AT GI.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a formal integration of inheritance with typed attributed graph transformation. The new concept allows the definition of abstract productions, in which abstractly typed nodes can appear. These can be matched to nodes of any of its concrete subtypes. This inheritance concept is extremely useful in applications as graph grammars and graph transformation systems can be notably more compact. This has already been demonstrated in [1] by showing the generation and simulation productions for a simplified variant of UML state diagrams. However, the formalism in [1] was restricted to graph transformation without an attribution concept. In this paper, we have shown how to obtain a formal integration of an inheritance concept with typed attributed graph transformation as presented in [7] . This work is a crucial step towards a precise integration of meta-modeling and graph transformation concepts.
It remains to lift analysis techniques such as constraint checking [10] and critical pair analysis [9] to type graphs with inheritance, useful to e.g. optimise visual language parsers [4] and to show correctness of model transformation [8] .
